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The Koala at UCSD

I promise this will be a trip like any other. Except that there is no
time. So you cannot measure how long this high will last. Maybe forever.
Maybe never. Time exists only to measure our physical world. Time was
created by us, created by humans. But what created humans?
Fuck, God is a word and the argument ends there.
Yeah, yeah. Thanks, Smog. You are not wrong.
But that is not the final answer. Because no body knows the answer.
We are all just humans. In the dark back corner of Porter’s Pub
last week, those boys David and Death Star Two Moses were right. We
will never be Gods. We will never achieve perfection within ourselves.
But we can search for perfection. We can create, guide towards
perfection.
We can read perfection.
Like you are doing right now.
Haha. Alright, I will admit it—I am fucked up. I am completely…
I am completely sober.
Dammit.
The Koala took a trip to the movies last night. We went to a special midnight showing of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. Big stars, Big
drugs, Big words, Big trips. All on the Big screen. Amazing. Obviously.
But that Big, the mothafucking reptile zoo was terrifying. Still,
scary in a good way, terribly awesome—not like some shit on Earth.
Shit like the dick-sucking Guardian in a sloshball game (Super
pansy-ass scary.Do we want to even play those little tantrum-throwing
bitches ever again?). Shit like the ever-advancing proliferation of damn
useless human technology.
Do we really need ALL of this electrical garbage?
True, I am typing on a computer right now. True, I do own a cell
phone (Boost mobile ‘cuz I’m black, Bitch!). True, I am a cyborg and so
must support the evolution of technology, the evolution of self.
But who exactly was the first lazy-ass muthafucker to cry, “Hey,
I’m a pansy-ass modern human. I got plans, I got money to make, I got
people to see. And most importantly, I got shit to do. And after I do that
shit, I can’t be bothered unnecessarily. So can you please fucking stick a
retarded-ass sensor mechanism to the back of my crapper? ‘Cuz I’m just
too damn lazy, can’t waste energy pulling a handle.”
Motion Censored Toilets, my ass. And now, because of that
douche, the toilet never flushes. And thanks to that douche, if you’re a
conscientious social citizen you’re forced to push that encrusted black
button, the manual override on the metal box next to the faulty blinking
red light. Then you have to wash your hands extra-long, ‘cause where or
who the fuck did that nasty crusty shit come from?
Yeah. Gross. Now can you see what I mean by useless technology? Fuck that first lazy douchelord. I am a good near-human, I have done
nothing that warrants the wrath of the automatic toilets. But still they
torment me.
And that is why I love Porter’s Pub. No fucking automatic toilets.
And my best friend lives there. I love you, alcohol—BFFs forever. And
congrats to The Pub, just voted Number One Bar in San Diego by the
Unknown Drinker. Prestigious, right?
Even though the “unknown” drinker is me. C’est la fucking
vie—what do you expect, my best friend got me the job.
But back to my main point. Okay, you’re right—I have no point.
But let’s further explore one of my previous random tangents. Another
thing in life that is terribly awesome is Time.
Yes, I did just flip this bitch all the way back to Time.
Despite my seemingly endless and magical Koala cyborg powers
of funny, I too must grow and age and one day dragonfly away from this
haven of sex and drugs. That’s right, time fucks not only every human
but also every Koala editor in the end. The rear end. Haha.
Alright, I’m “serious” now guys. I am currently searching for a
potential heir to this throne of greatness, the newest traveler in the next
leg of this fucking delicious adventure.
And during this quest, to strengthen the contenders, to test their
mettle I must oft harness my power and leave you all to suffer as guinea
pigs. And by “guinea pigs” I actually mean “starved Jews in Auschwitz .”
Yes. Hitler is the next Koala editor. I am sure he is more than
competent, he has great references. But still he must pass one final
exam—Guest Ed. a complete issue. In two weeks. Sun God. Hitler.
Good luck to you humans.
In the meantime, I will be taking a short vacation to the “tropics.”
(I swear I’m not just finishing my jail sentence from my arrest in Humboldt, I swear it. Ahem.) But I will return before the year is out to clean
up the ashes after this Freddy Hitler’s short reign fucks up this terribly
awesome Koala empire. Yeah, now that’s a trip.
Sprechen Sie Deutsch? Ich liebe Sie. Aber Hitler wird bald lösen,
dass Ihr After zu klein für das Geschlecht ist. Und dann Lebens erhält
wirklich Aufregen...
Auf Wiedersehen,

Nicholle

Editor-in-Chief,
The Mutha Fucking Koala
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Caption this stupid photo
that we stole from the internet

Submit your Captions and Contact info to:
editor@thekoala.ucsd.edu

The Koala Loves Finding Ass
La Numbera Una Sex Luchadora en Mexico
Nicholle
Two Peso Whores
Esther, Sarah, Davey
Tranny Prostitutes
Magic Hoe, Dark Dicko, Tobin, Dickey, Kyle, K-O, Skillz, InVinceAble, Jackie, SARS, the L-Word, Kody, Augy, Jeremiah, Judy, Mars,
Niki, Freddy Pedophile Victim Chiclet Peddlers
B-Rad, Milk, E-dawg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, Stevie Why, San, Henry
The Star Abuela from the TJ Donkey Show
David John Fenelon Gregory
The Koala meets Fridays at 6pm, in the Media Lounge (above Soft Reserves)
“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by
the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those
of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at
UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any
other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala
are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California
and the Regents or their officers, employees, or
agents. The publisher of this publication bears
and assumes the full responsibility and liability
for the content of this publication.”
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World Famous KOALA LISTS
heavy enough, it’ll fill up the pit...
loosen ‘em up a bit.

Top 5 Signs You’ve Been Eating
Too Much Robertos
1. You can now drunk order everything on the menu in Spanish.
2. You ate a Carne Asada combo
plate last night and shit out a folded
burrito this morning.
3. You decide that five kids isn’t
really enough.
4. Santana’s just put a hit out on
you.
5. When people honk and offer you
money for yard work you jump in
the back of the truck.
Top 5 Ways to Do Your Make-Up if
You’re Mexican!
1. Use a Sharpie and trace your
eyes very carefully. This is important because you will never want to
change it.
2. Spray paint and anger
3. Nightly face mask of refried
beans.
4. Use your good eye to make the
black eye look like an accident
5. Steal someone else’s.
Bottom 10 Things to Find In a
Pinata
1. Chlamydia
2. Your parents...in tiny pieces.
3. Your dick...in tiny pieces.
4. Pictures of you getting molested
by Padre Torquemada
5. Burritos
6. Rocks
7. Ponies
8. Papa’s Ashes
9. Raisins
10. Another Pinata
Top 5 Reasons to Toke in Class
1. It’s the only way you won’t bust
the curve, Stephen Hawking. Puff it
or you’re crawling home.
2. Your selling pounds to the Honors Society (aka front row mafia)
and they wanna know they can trust
you.
3. It’s Jamaican studies and it’s one
of the course readings.
4. Your tiny monkey brain can’t
understand the complexities of intro
to communications anyways.
5. It’ll help you combat heteronormative notions of power and, uh...
smurfs?
Top 5 Best Places to Smoke on
Campus
1. Chancellor’s Office
2. Next to the singing tree, if you’re
not high at least you’ll think you
are!
3. On the bike cops handle bars
while they’re taking you back to the
station, smoke that evidence!
4. Geisel 8th Floor
5. Price Center. If you’re smoke is
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Top 5 Ninja Ways to Smoke Undetected
1. Pack it into a cigarette. Now
you’ll just look like one of those
faggy, trendy Korean kids.
2. Don’t wear a bra and nobody will
even notice you have a head much
less a joint hanging out your mouth
3. Walk in freezer at any dining
hall. Cool down your reefer charred
throat with boxes and boxes of
unopened beverages.
4. Using circular breathing to ventilate, pull the entire joint into your
mouth and smoke from within.
5. Drop the joint into your pants
and inhale through your vagina.
Unless your pants are transparent,
no one will notice.
Bottom 5 Places to Stash Your
Herb.
1. Nestled inside your chota. If it
falls out, its a nice after-sex surprise.
2. In a bag marked “exhibit A”
3. With your injun friend Chief Buffalo Lungs
4. In someone else’s bong.
5. Anywhere you think is a good
idea to “hide it” when you’re
already high...you’re never gonna
find it man.
Top 5 Responses to “I’ll suck your
dick for a rock“
1. How long do you like your rocks
to be?
2. Yes, I saw that on your resume.
You’ll fit in nicely here at Revelle,
welcome aboard.
3. I know this gravel pit down the
road...
4. Hold on, I gotta get my rock out
of my pants first.
5. You shouldn’t be teaching kindergarten math, you should be
teaching kindergarten economics.
Top 5 Reasons to Start Using Cocaine
1. Food allergy means you have to
give up snorting flour.
2. You’re a child molester but snorting Johnson & Johnson doesn’t
affect you anymore.
3. You’re Obama, and you want to
prove that you can fit in with White
People.
4. You’re a Republican and don’t
like green things.
5. You’re a fat bitch from Revelle.
Top 5 Reasons I would make a
good dealer.
1. I am a person of color
2. I’m good at pretending blowjobs
from coked up men are really from
pretty girls.
3. I have a degree in communications and I got a perfect score on
my drug SATs (smoking, alcohol,
tripping balls)
4. My name is Pabloesqe Obar and

this mighty mustache is going to
waste not intimidating people
5. I have absolutely no other way of
making friends.
Top 5 Signs the Deal is About to Go
Bad.
1. The way your customer keeps on
saying Abba Cadabra into his boot
2. You spot a lady breastfeeding
a ‘baby’ with a mustache and and
sunglasses
3. An FBI agent is sitting in the
next booth at the McDonald’s you
were going to meet Lil’ Timmy at.
4. Lil’ Timmy is your mom.
5. There’s a six-foot TV antenna
sticking out of her ass.
Top 5 Reasons to Start Smoking
1. Ran Out of Booze.
2. Dr. Dre told you to “Smoke
Weed Everydaaaaay.”
3. Daddy said no, but everyone else
says YES.
4. You feel like you aren’t paranoid
enough
5. Pink Floyd’s “The Wall” just
doesn’t make sense when you’re
sober.
Top 5 Things Fat People Do at
Bachelor Parties
1. Get excited about the cake
instead of the stripper who just
popped out of it.
2. Eat the cake before the stripper can pop out of it (the stripper
sadly gets eaten too, in the bad way
though).
3. He who has the most lap gets the
longest lapdance!
4. Fool women at the club into
thinking he’s a beanbag.
5. Crisco Shots.
Top 5 Masked Insults to Fat People.
1. Damn! You are one FAT FUCK!
2. Hey, wanna be in a porn for my
fat-fetish site?
3. Can I use some of your sweat to
deep fry this chicken?
4. Sorry, I didn’t mean to look
under your dress. I thought it was a
Honda tent sale!
5. I don’t want to crowd you so I’ll
just wait for the next elevator.
Top 10 Subtle Ways to Tell Your
Girlfriend She’s Getting Fat
1. Let her walk in on you fucking
a cow and say “If you’re Rebecca
then who’s this?”
2. Reduce the width of all her doorways by a foot.
3. Tell her “ya know, bulimia is so
in these days.”
4. “Accidently” stick your dick into
her fat rolls.
5. After she insists on trying out for
American Idol, convince her she’d
be better off on Biggest Loser.
6. Strategically loosen one of the
legs on a chair at your place. Also
the bed.
7. Fill all her food cupboards with
deadly scorpions.

8. Turn her bed into a tread-bed.
9. Delete everything on her Tivo
except The Biggest Loser, Celebrity Fit Club, and the episode of the
Simpsons where Homer wears a
mumu.
10. Always hum the Godzilla
soundtrack while she is eating.
Top 5 Ways Jesus Spent His Easter
1. Didn’t turn his body and blood
into bread and wine at the last supper, but turned his paycheck into
tortillas and tequila at the bodega.
2. Smoking herbs and eating unleavened bread because fucking
Lupita forgot to leaven dat chet.
3. Didn’t rise from the dead, but
rose from his nap from the hours of
3 to 4pm.
4. Painting his juevos for the kids
to find.
5. Conceived his fifteenth kid with
Maria Magdelena in the back of his
Scion.
Top 10 Action Movie Quotes Before they Got Trimmed
1. Bond: “Bond...James Bond.
James Eugene Quincy Bond.”
2. Scarface: “Say hello to my little
friend, Verne Troyer.”
3. Terminator: “I’ll be back. Just
gotta do a number 2 real quick.”
4. Clint Eastwood: “Go ahead,
make my day. You queer.”
5. The Godfather: “I’ll make him
an offer he can’t refuse. $50 bucks,
$100 max.”
6. Star Wars: “May the force be
with you. And luck. Mostly luck.”
7. Pulp Fiction: “That’s 30 minutes
away. I’ll be there in 10. Maybe 15,
depends on traffic really.”
8. Top Gun - “I feel the need -- the
need for speed! Or gay sex.”
9. Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the lost ark- “Snakes, I hate
snakes... and Jews, but mostly the
snakes for now”
10. The Lord Of the Rings- “Stupid
fat hobbit... How does that make
me a racist? All I’m saying is that
statistically most Hobbits are 10lbs
overweight and never graduate
from Highschool. Thats a fact bitch
look it up, oh but you can’t read.”
Top 5 Dramatic Movie Quotes Before they Got Trimmed
1. Gone With the Wind: “Frankly
my dear, I don’t give a damn, you
cunt face.”
2. E.T.: “E.T. phone home. Free
roaming with Verizon wireless.”
3. A Few Good Men - “You can’t
handle the truth! It’s like 12 inches.”
4. Casablanca - “Of all the gin
joints in all the towns in all the
world, she walks into mine and
drinks all the booze.”
5. Wizard of Oz - “Toto, I’ve got a
feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore. Mapquest is always fucking
wrong.”
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The singing tree - Giving UCSD rape a soundtrack since 1962
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Mama Pimp’s
Almost Famous Sex Advice
Dear Mama Pimp,
I’m a horny hot female with big tits, a tiny waist and a large penis. How do I get laid at UCSD?
Amanda Hugandkiss
Dear Man-da,
First, I reccommend attending the non-sexist dance at the Pub. Surely
you will find exactly your type! If that doesn’t work out you might
want to try using some of the roofie hearts seen in our
Koalasmopolitan Issue. That way you can make your statement AND
get what you want.
Love, Mama Pimp
Dear Mama Pimp,
I recently went to Vegas and made a bet to marry the first
person I saw. His name is Eduardo and he’s the jizz-mopper at Treasures Adult Book Store. I’m getting tired of the
gay sex and was wondering if you could help me get my
marriage anulled?
Bettin’ Bob
Dear Bettin’ Fool,
I guess you never learned that the house always wins in Vegas! Fortunately for you, Clark County has one of the highest anullment rates
anywhere in the world so what happened in Vegas is sure to stay
there. You can forget any aspirations for a career in politics though
because the public record will stay there too... like the time my cousin’s
fiance ended up marrying this stripper at his bachelor party. OOPS! If
they give you any problems with the anullment, just move to a state
where gay marriage is not recognized... like Texas. And next time...
stick to the slot machines!
Your Queen of Hearts, Mama Pimp
Dear Mama Pimp,
I’m fucking a couple different guys right now and none of them know
about each other. I’m getting tired of all the juggling and want to
pick one of them but I just can’t decide. What’s a good way to find
out who’s best?
Indecisive International Student
Dear Jugglin’ Jennie,
Good for you! I’ll admit... pimpin’ aint easy! If you’re tired of the
game here are some tips to quit: First, DO NOT tell them about each
other because it could ruin your chances with the one you actually do
want to stick with. Second, be as straight forward as possible when
you dump them. Telling them you’re a lesbian or trying to get them to
leave you is worthless so be as clear as possible when you tell him it’s
over. Third, use the hotness:penis size ratio scale. Remember looks
aren’t everything though, it’s better to have a Four with a 9 inch cock
than a Nine with a 4 inch doodle. Good Luck!
Your Jockin’ Judge, Mama Pimp

EscapE from L.M.-- La Migra!
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No, everything is not Ok. Sometimes it feels like when I’m on page seven you’re on page five.
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Smoke a Bowl and Read It
Close Encounters of the Po-Po kind
by Killa Korea

What are the chances that as a Korean, I happen to live next to a racist
white POW of the Korean war? This asshole loves to terrorize me, trying
to send me back to my homeland. Happened one Monday night that I had

L

Nicho
le the Negro and a couple friends over. We’re all playing
high guitar hero. You know the kind, when your eyes are barely open but
still you realize that during the whole song you never blink. When you

E

oking some weed?

a

You don’t h
ve to lie to me. Do you know there’s a crack in your
blinds that I saw through? I could smell the weed from the driveway.
—I seriously just hang my head in shame. Oh my god, I’m smoking

G

for some othah ni
ga to do a drive by and get rid of half that
society. We’re talking and laughing, and then the old racist bastard wakes
up—
By the way, if you haven’t figured out, this guy’s like 80 years old. We’re
kinda really really really praying that he dies really really really soon.
Any suggestions for speeding up the process, please email me at editor@
thekoala.org –

A

“What the hell
re you doing up this late at night? It’s midnight,
I’m sleeping. Now, all you people better be quiet or go inside!!”
So we all stop talking for just a tad bit, kinda laughing, but just wheezing. And then Nicholle the Negro has to break the silence with a funny
one liner, “What do you mean— YOU people?” That busts up everyone
into noisiness.
And the Korean-hater started barking again. Then my cute little blonde

r

weed and lying to a cop. I wonde if, even though I’m 21, my parents
will still beat me if I go to jail for this shit. Yes, they will. And I’m still
really fucking high. Dude, I wonder what I look like right now. They still

y

can’t even see my eyes, can the

L

?—

Do you know that there’s a huge crack in your blinds? Anyone can just
come up to your door and see everything that you’re doing. Any creep
can just spy on you and your roommates and you guys would never notice. You should really fix your blinds.
(Is he seriously, SERIOUSLY, lecturing me about my blinds right now?)

J

Yes, officer. (

roommate yel
s, “We don’t have to obey you, you know!” And
then she immediately shrinks back into the shadows in fear—and she’s
not even Korean. Imagine my fear.

eez)

Well, make sure that you keep it quiet around here. I don’t want to have
to come back.
Yes, officer.

I

So we go inside swear
ng off cigarettes for the night, but continue
to smoke huge rips of the wacky shit. One hour passes, and we can barely
even see the TV through all the smoke. Then the doorbell rings, I look up
and see through the crack in the blinds—a black uniform!
“5-0!”

Z

Roomie grabs the bong and run
to the garage. I jumped over the
sofa to open the door, then start Matrix Febreze-ing the place. Then I wait
for my blonde, pretty, innocent-looking, hot, roommate to come back.
But she stays in the garage, and now the pigs are a-pounding. So I go to

E

the slaughter. Me, a little saf
looking Korean with chinky little
eyes. Actually, at this point, I am so high you can’t even see if my eyes
are open or closed. Fuck da po-po.
I open the door, there’s a flashlight shining at me. Great, I can’t even
squint because if my eyes get any smaller, I won’t be able to see. So I try
to squint while widening my eyes.
Then I wonder to myself how creepy I must look.
The officer is a tall man with a stern look on his face. Definitely Republican. Fuck, I’m definitely screwed. I’ve never been able to get along with
that kind. Not only that, he’s a fucking GINGER. I’m starting to sweat.
Then I will myself to stop, to remain calm because I know I must be
leaking THC.

I

m

Have you been s

(FUCK!!!) No officer

get five stars, mayb
, just maybe, you’ll reward yourself with
a bowl. And you know, the higher you get, the better you get. Then you
realize that when you blink, your eyelids get stuck to your eyes.
Fuck, I need a smoke. No, you fucker, not a bong rip, a cigarette. So
five people go out front to smoke, like ghetto niggas in Compton aching

Do you know why

Officer, we’re just playing a video game. there’s a few of us, it’s a Monday night. We are not having a party. Our neighbor’s just overreacting,
like always.
(Oh my god, I’m so fucking high. Where’s the cuter one? Why am I doing this shit?)

Oh, and get those blinds fixed.
(seriously?) Yes, sir. You have a good night.

a

I run inside, my he
rt is thumping so hard. I slump down on my knees
and pack myself a bowl. As I get higher and calmer, I realize something.
A Republican just let me off the hook.

n

I’m a minority. Why i
the world would he be so damn nice to me? It
boggles my mind. Then I just happen to look in the mirror, and see what
the fuck I’m wearing.
A goddamn UCSD sweater that I fished outta the swamp the other day.
Hell no, I didn’t pay for this shit. Being Asian, of course I’m not gonna

e

spend a dime on repres nting a school that I resent. Too many goddamn Asians. Those commie sons of bitches…
And honestly guys, how many times do you or the fucking po-po see a
UCSD Asian Biology major student high as a kite on a Monday fucking night? He must have let me off, thinking he was just preserving my
endangered species. Too bad I’m the last of my kind.
C’mon, it’s in our genes…just don’t tell your Asian parents or they’ll
beat the living shit out of you. They’ll fucking kill you long before the
drugs do. That’s just the Asian way of life.

’m here?

Um, no officer.

T

Your neighbor called complaining abou

Once again, if anyone has any suggestions on how I can kill my neighbor
and get away with it, please please please (Asian bow) let me know. And
I’ll do your nails for you. What color you want, soulja boy?
the amount of noise.
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Mr. Hunt, drink this organic beer, it’s good for you.

Detox with Da Man

Detox is fucking retarded. No, I take that back. Detox is a good idea. But only
for the kind of people who like to watch “Cops” not because it’s hilarious when
they routinely beat up rednecks and black people, but because “Cops” rid the
world of criminals and PG-13 drugs.
In all reality, cops seem to like taking people into Detox. But they also like to
scratch their asses and then sniff their hand, so I don’t give a shit.
Fuck the po-lice.
And I’ll just tell you now, the bottom line of this story is: if you can’t hold
your liquor, you should die. Case-in-point, Led Zep drummer John Bonham, who
drank 18 bottles of whiskey before dying in his sleep. Had he not died, he would
have been sent to Detox so he’s better off dead.
The first part of the night isn’t important except that you should know I had 5
beers and smoked a bowl every hour between the hours of 6pm and 3am. But it’s
not like I was even drunk or anything. I was back on campus by 1am and got in
contact with an old flame. Three steamy hours later, I left her room with all the
blood in my body crammed into a hickey on my neck the size of Guam. Getting
laid empowers you, sure, but for some reason doing it drunk makes you feel like
David Lee Roth.
I was walking along the road right under OVT (EPIC FAIL), strutting just like
Diamond Dave after he fucked your girlfriend. In reality, I was apparently swaying more than Rain Man, ‘cuz right then a cop drove up beside me. `
Cop: How much have you had to drink tonight?
Me: Like 2 beers.
Cop: Don’t you fucking lie to me, what do you think I’m an idiot?
I hate rhetorical questions because the answer is never the funny part. Obviously I said no, because I’m still a virgin to prison sex. But I was almost sober
enough to say, “Yes I do. Fuck off, because my apartment is literally 20 yards
away and I’d probably be alright there.” Still, he was a complete douche bag to
me and he didn’t even realize that I knew exactly what he meant with every word
of his thick and horribly structured sarcasm. And then he slammed me against the
car, cuffed me, and shoved me in the back then drove me all the way downtown.
Hold on, I need to rant.
I fucking hate the fact that I was considered enough of a threat to arrest even
though I was alone and already near my apartment. I’m especially pissed when
I take into account the fact that fat midgets with a down-syndrome wit and donut-greased bald heads are allowed to drive around with a gun. I think one of the
reasons he decided to arrest me is that I was wearing my Kramer shirt and this
guy could have been black. He was either black or Mexican but he was definitely
some kind of minority. I’m not a racist and I don’t necessarily agree with what

The G-Store now sells Hookahs!!
Hit the G-Spot for ALL your smoking essentials!!

G
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Kramer said.
But for once in my life, on the night I was arrested I really just wanted someone to stick a fork up this cop’s ass. Plus, cops are usually just piles of shit with
sunglasses on.
And this guy was no exception. I could tell that even in middle school he
was the guy who always kissed the principal’s ass and therefore didn’t have any
friends. When it came time to choose teams for dodgeball— he was never picked.
Even the retard with a helmet and leg braces got picked. This guy was always a
douche. And after he bitched to all the kids, he probably kicked the ball over the
fence and then ran away to go hug the principal. And still he never made it past
high school and now because of his douchechild experiences, he makes a living
busting parties that he’s not invited to.
Fuck the po-lice.
So I arrived at the Detox center just in time to see the clock behind the counter
strike 4:20am. Fuck. Man, a bong hit right then might have made my night spent
on a yoga mat more bearable. Instead, the fat black lady behind the counter made
me pay 50 bucks just to get locked up. And I knew my money would probably
be spent on her and the cops for 10 more boxes of Krispy Kreme because there
isn’t a drug that would improve their shitty lives working the graveyard shift at
the Detox center.
And even worse, by that point, I was completely sober. I had shocked the alcohol
out of my system by complying too easily with what I was told to do. I now regret
that.
Fuck the po-lice.
So I laid down on my yoga mat and tried to lull myself to sleep by listening
to the soothing sounds of the two Mexican hobos next to me, drunkenly arguing
with each other in disjointed Spanish. For the first time I fully understood bum
gibberish and sympathized with it. Sure, bums are pathetic low life losers who
smell like booze and diarrhea, but.... Wait no, I’m wrong— That’s the cops. Yeah,
bums are funny and usually drunk.
I remember waking up in the middle of the night and actually saying, “I’m
sober now, may I please leave?” Fuck. That didn’t work.
Manners are overrated, they never help me out of shit. So I went back to sleep
on my yoga mat only to be interrupted a few more times by the cop and the fat
receptionist when they kept yelling at drunk girls to shut up and sleep.
9am finally came. I left immediately. As I stepped through the doorway to freedom, I experienced a deep moment of spiritual awareness in which I seriously
reconsidered taking up a religion. There across the street, thank God, was a fucking delicious Mexican food place.
In reality, this party night was just like any other Friday. Beginning and ending
the exact same way. But I learned something—I never want to party with the pigs
ever again. Unless it’s free pork chop night and I’m doing the butchering.
Fuck the po-lice.

Porter’s Pub
~Do It Right~

Open Saturdays

With Food and Drink Specials

Karaoke!
Wednesday Nights

Happy Hour
Everyday

36
Open Mic
The G-Store is located in the
Old Student Center next to Porter’s Pub

Thursday Nights

Rated #1
by

The Unknown Drinker
San Diego
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A Trojan lasts only once...A Triton’s good for at least three times...

May 1, 2008

on Library Walk
Reported by Duke InVinceAble

I was stepping onto the patio of the Grove Caffe when the drugs
began to take hold. I went to the counter to obtain a beverage and I
was presented with a viciously pink glass of iced tea, its unnatural glow
unnerving me ever so slightly but I knew it was needed to prepare me
for the journey ahead. I had two bags of grass, sixty quadruple stacked
ecstasy pills, fifteen hits of high powered blotter acid, a salt shaker full of
cocaine, a case of PBR and a quart of smooth drinkin’ Tennessee bourbon.
Not that I needed all that for the assault on Library Walk, but once you
enter the mystifying world of drug collection the tendency is to push it as
far as you can.
I made my way up to the Koala office and encountered my fellow
Koala and comrade in arms, Nicholle. I stepped up to Nicholle and knowing her proclivity for adventure I exclaimed, “The time has come! Library
walk calls to us! The only way to stop the fuckers is to inject the main
artery with The Koala...Prepare yourself!”
At that, I presented her with the pill and the pipe. “One toke over
the line is all you need...you have to see them,” I said in hushed tones as
I passed her the drugs.
Our preparation over, the drugs settled in and I began to muse
about the world we were to confront in a few short minutes...“How long
can we maintain...how long before one of us starts raving and jabbering
at these automatons...because they need to know the truth.” With Koalas
in hand I courageously set forth, Nicholle at my side.
As the mass of cattle came into our view, fear crept upon me but
still I strove headlong towards that stinking hive of awkward and intermittent social interaction, Library Walk.
Let’s not confuse the mission, let’s get right to the heart of this
thing. Twenty-four hours ago I was sitting in the Old Student Center
drinking Singapore Slings with meticulously cut lines of E on the side,
hiding from the brutish realities of this foul year of Our Lord, 2008. And
now, with no midgety carnies in sight (unless you count all those pygmy
Asians, which I do), I stare up at a spaceship, that most deformed of all
book depositories, about to embark on a crucial crusade.
Standing on the bleak cement walkway while grey bricks rearranged themselves, matching the beat of my brain, I took Nicholle aside...
“I want you to have all the background. This is a very ominous assignment
-- with overtones of extreme personal danger. We’re Anarchists! This is
important, goddamnit! This is a true story!...I want you to understand
that we’re not just some dingbats. Are you a foreigner? I think you are
probably Samoan. But it doesn’t matter, does it? Are you prejudiced?”
Nicholle ferociously shook her head, the potent pill kicking in.
“Yes? Maybe? I mean…Hell, Fucking No!”
I nodded as I reached for my magic salt shaker. “I didn’t think so.
Because in spite of your race, you are extremely valuable to me. Hell, I
forgot all about this beer. You want one?”
Nicholle happily grabbed her valuable life-giving PBR and
chugged—completely ready to face the stinking hoardes.
And thoroughly saturated with the truth, I grabbed my stacks and
proceeded into the fray. The truth, the reality, the revelation growing,
consuming my mind— I had just realized that in order to rend the fabric
of this social wasteland there was only one thing to do…
I must spear the hand of every last fucking mindless, strangerto-self UCSD robot with a MOTHERFUCKING KOALA, GET YOUR KOALA
RIGHT HERE! I deftly switched from philosophizing to the point of my
mission, the point of my thinking— distribution.
The crowd, agitated by the disruption of their cell phone/i-pod
fueled isolation began to fluctuate and streams of automatons became
waves of humans.
The battle was on.

And now look at this issue, look at this damn story!
Still, the battle rages!
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Whoaaa, slow down dude, you just missed page three
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Stoner Scribbles

663-4-24-04

Cum
make sum money
hunnnny!
MAD
Munchies!

Stay UNDER The Influence

Fuckey, Fuckey

Are you

Blunted
Over
And
Really
Drunk?

Join the Club!
www.sdboardclub.com
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Is it skanky to participate in an orgy?

May 1, 2008

Until UCSD’s Koala Adult Film Festival begins,
here’s the next best thing ...

UCSD Surf Club’s pes!
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Cannabutter

f tub

“Alternate” surfers be
nd
over for backside ac
tion!
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Recipe and Edibles....

Ingredients:
1lb. Unsalted Butter (That’s 4 Sticks)
1oz. Fine Dank Weed (ground up well!)
Tools:
1 Sauce pan
1 Mixing Bowl (glass or metal)

Cannabutter Recipe:

Fill the sauce pan about half way with water and
bring to a gentle boil. Place the butter in the
mixing bowl then put the bowl inside the sauce
pan. Melt the butter slowly (stirring occasionally) and make sure no water gets in it. Add your
dank weed to the melted butter and stir. Turn
down the heat to low and let the mixture steep
for 2-3 hours. Stir as needed and replenish the
water as needed. Remove from heat and allow
to cool. Transfer to a container and chill overnight for best results.
Use Cannabutter with any of your favorite boxed
Brownie mixes or Cookie recipes and enjoy!

Rasta Pasta (Serves 2-4 Stoners)
1 lb. Penne
1 jar of your favorite pasta sauce
1/8 oz. Dank Herb

Boil the pasta and drain. Mix the well ground
Dank Herb with the pasta sauce and simmer 20
min. Serve the sauce over the pasta and enjoy!

May 28, 9pm

d!!!

s her at the en

He totally fuck

Price Center Theatre
Check www.ucsdsurfclub.com for details

A brother of AEPi Fraterity paid
me $100 NOT to place a
negative article here.
Thanks for allowing me to tip
100 strippers!

May 1, 2008

This morning, God spoke to me. He told me I have an awesome butt.
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More Personals written by coked out sorority girls (sorositutes)!
Your roommates - the ones people
actually like
P.S. The day we need friends like
you, we’ll just pop a squat and shit
ones out!
The Great Sideburn Debate
to the stupid bitch in my ochem
class with the unbearable sideburns- SHUT THE FUCK
UPPPPPP! NO ONE wants to
hear your fucking questions. The
professor fucking hates you and
so do ALL OF US. Whenever you
talk, the whole class just makes
fun of how fucking dumb you are.

Take a vow of silence and go shave
your face.
I will fuck any dude with decent
sideburns.
- Aidan
To all the stupid Greek fucktards
on the 6th floor of geisel: I know
you all blow each other at exchanges, dances, lunch, etc. but is
it necessary to have to be as loud
as you fucking possibly can on
a quiet zone? We get it, you’ve
bought your friends, paid money
for your bullshit apparel, and now

Drink Beer, Batman. Unofficially

you think you have the right to be
loud as fuck where everyone can
hear your obnoxious ass voice? No
one cares. No one likes you. The
reason why you have to be in a sorority (chi omega and sigma kappa)
or a frat (sig ep) is because no
one can fucking stand you besides
your own fucking clone sisters
and brothers. We get it, you think
you’re cool. Please shut the fuck
up (or go to the basement). k thnx.

Hey Koala,
Heres a big FUCK YOU from
New York (ya know, the east coast
Approved Advertisement Below. where real fucking people
live and where sexy girls
have tits, asses & actually eat their food without
vomiting). Your Hitler
imagery, ethnic jokes and
general pseudo bashing of
all things politically correct
show just how tiresome, ill
educated, misinformed &
unfunny your publication
really is. Stop trying to be
The Onion or Something
Awful. Irony and humor
not your strong suits. You
all being the boring, unread, mall bred, duller than
a dishrag, material driven
west coasters that you are,
you can’t even compete
with the snappy wit they
have, nor can you understand it. Do the rest Amer-

ica a favor and fall in the next
sinkhole that hits La Jolla you lazy
pricks or drive yer spankin’ new
cars mommy and daddy bought
you into the ocean.
- Miss Anthropy
Ed. Note: Um, English language
not your strong suits. But seriously, trying to be like the Onion? Since when did we start
getting the MQ’s hate mail too?
hey you with the glasses in my
ltko 2b class, yes, you little chatter box full of chicken shit and
cow cum. I don’t know how to
say this, but do you really have
to talk so much? Im asking this
because the whole class, including
the TA, is always waiting for you
to shut the fuck up. And also, why
the fuck are you so stubborn over
things you don’t even know? I’m
pretty fucking sure the TA knows
what she/he is talking about. So
stop trying to talk back to the TA
because it’s extremely annoying.
Why do you always advertise
your stupidity? WE ALL KNOW
you’re retarded without you talking like an autistic prick. If I hear
one more bitching from you, I’m
gonna rip your puny little arm and
stick it up your ass until you bleed
to your pitiful death. Then shove
the other one down your throat until that hand meets the other one.
So back to my point, please shut
the fuck up.
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It’s not rape if you yell SURPRISE!
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1/8 Ounce - An Eight of Mexican dirt weed
1/4 Ounce - A Quad of week old shake you took off some dead Mexicans body
1/2 Ounce - A Half-Oh of Crystally Mids
One Ounce - A Zip of Dank Purple laced with Acid
Four Ounces - A Q-P of ...what; damn, I’m fucckkkkkkkkkkkkkked upppp!!!!

Nike Pro House Party (4/26)
I went to this party with my white-wash Persian
friend. My friend told me that he used to hang out
with this guy who is hosting the party. The host,
who looks like the big guy from Superbad, tells
me how much he loves the Koala and that I should
write a party review for him. The party consists
of all guys except for one hot blonde chick. I ask
the guy who was talking to her if they’re hooking
up. He responds by chuckling and in a quasi-gay
voice saying no. I learn that the party is in honor
of their friend who is being shipped off to the Navy
for six months. Navy, a little gay, right? I take
my friend aside and whisper in his ear, “Dude, I
think these guys might be all gay.” We’re sitting
on this couch, and the host gets a little too close
for comfort for my friend. My friend whispers
back into my ear. “Fuck, dude, you might be right
about them all being gay.” Scared to death, we
tell the host we have leave and pick up our friend
who is stranded. “Holy fuck, I think that guy
pinched my ass as I was leaving.”
0 oz.
BOARD “G” Party (4/11)
Bitches were everywhere! With frat bid night,
there was very few males...praise Allah!! Wet
pussies were going nuts until 5 cops cars rolled
up the house. Slowly people started walking out
of the house until a guy running from the cops
jumped over an eight-foot fence. The fat cops
were unable to jump the fence due to an excessive of donuts in their bellies. All the cops left the
house and ran down the street to find the fugitive.
BOARD club members immediately order people
back inside and start partying again. Yay! The
returning cops got pretty pissed seeing everyone
back inside. The Koala rolled in our 16-passenger van, “Big Nasty,” to our Magic Hoe’s house
and kept partying all night. Giant orgy ensued.
0.25 oz.
DSP Toga House Party (4/4)
When one of your bros doesn’t let the Koala into
the party because “it’s full,” there is a problem.
Lucky, drunk frat boys can’t out smart the Koala.
All of us easily snuck in the house through the
not-so-well-locked side gate. The cops showed
up like 5 minutes after we got there. As we were
leaving to go to another party, we see a girl, who
one of us has hooked up with, talking to the cops.
We yell, “HEIDI!!!” multiple times. The cop
looks over confused. Eventually, she yells back,
“Don’t say my name!!” The cop figures out she
was lying about her real name and goes to his car
to get some more paperback. She gets a Minorin-Possession. Dumb bitches.
0 oz.
APE/AEPi Jewish Frat Venue: Seduction (4/3)
I started my night off drinking Jagermeister
& Mickeys. Then, in dress clothes, I rode my
mountain bike to the party bus at Regents parking lot. Not surprisingly, I got hit by a car, so in
retrospect that probably wasn’t the best idea. I
got a free can of Tecate beer on bus from some
random guy. I didn’t think Jews to be generous
with beer. The bouncers were assholes and they
were confiscating REAL over-21 IDs. I’m surprised no Jews threatened to sue! After getting
to the party, I realized the large number of white
chicks compared to a normal UCSD party: one
advantage of going to a Jewish frat party. DJ Yan
starts playing an electronic version of Marilyn

Mason’s “Personal Jesus,” which probably wasn’t
the best song to play at party full of Jews. One
complaint I would have is that there was no sitting
area for under-agers; which sucks because making
out when standing up for half-an-hour gets tiring.
Returning from Europe, it’s interesting to see that
Americans pretty much automatically freak dance
by default, even when the DJ is playing trance and
house. Nevertheless, freak dancing gets people
laid, so I guess it’s fine. I think I saw showers
in the restroom in the House of Blues, but I was
kind of afraid to go in them. I went back to the
Koala Penthouse with a handful of generous girls
who smoked me out. Two homies and I finished
another bottle of Jagermeister together. I got back
to my apartment after 6am. I woke up the next
afternoon wondering how I got home.
0.33 oz.
TKE Heaven & Hell (4/2)
I was too drunk for my own good. I perfectly
snuck into the club past security: some fat Mexican guy. I was dancing with some Indian chick.
We were enjoy each other. So, we sit down on a
couch and talk. My phone vibrates. The text message reads, “Nick, what R U doing? that girl is fat
and ugly. don’t hook up with her.” At that point,
I think my friend is just trying to cock block. My
face gets closer to hers. *Sniff*Sniff* I think,
“What’s that smell?” Then, “Holy shit!! This chick
smell like currey, fried chicken, and gym locker.”
Then, “Oh fuck, I’m sobering up, and this bitch
is FUGLY!!!” Thank goodness her friend comes
over and tells her that she has to leave. Raise Allah!
0 oz.
Britsh Airways #193 - London to Dallas (3/31)
This flight sucked at first because it was the end
of my spring vacation and fooling around with hot
European chicks in the best nightclubs in Barcelona. The pilot had such a strong Irish accent, I
thought he was drunk. In front of me sat a religious Muslim couple, which scared me at fist, but
the real enemy sat behind me: three 55-year-old
Brits. Don’t get me started about their fucked-up
teeth. Ready to take a long nap, I slowly reclined
my seat. I hear in an obnoxious British accent,
“Oh bloody hell!” I calmly respond, “Is there a
problem?” Her other old female friend yells back.
“YES!! You’re smooshing her!!” Too tired at the
time to be rude back, I just say “Sorry,” and leave
my seat up for the rest of the 9 hour+ flight. If these
old ugly farts don’t want someone to recline their
seat on them, then fly business/first class. Even
after I put my chair up to the minimum reclination,
they push and kick on the back of my seat and the
one next to me like a bunch of 5-year-olds!
When we arrive in Texas, I see them at the costums are. I immediately find the nearest border
officer and tell him how I believe I “overheard”
the 3 Brits talking about smuggling. I didn’t see
them come out of the inspection area for at least an
hour, and they all looked like they we’re walking a
little funny. ;) G-d bless America!
0.5 oz.
Defamation League Show 3/12
What seemed like another fun night with just
friends ended up, as usual, in a cum-drenched
screw-fest with me on the business end of a fatty
microphone in my vag. The show was great, of
course, because I was drunk as fuck! I was basi-

cally ready to Cleveland Steamer myself, but while it’s easy to
shit on your own chest, it’s really hard to titty fuck yourself,
so I needed a few others to lend
a helping hand (or dong, as it
were). After the show, the Koala
and half of Defamation League
rolled back to my house. Somehow, I got butt-naked and ran
around the house, despite the
shit-talking from all the dudes.
Fuck them, do they know how
popular I am? If it weren’t for
Zack Flowers, I would the most
popular person on campus, even
though I already am! My shitty
sorority totally detracts from
my popularity, fuck those bitches! Anyway, eventually, all the
Koala and Defamation League
guys also got naked. My fellow
female friend and I got fucked
by pretty much every guy there.
Anal, double penetrations, airtights, handjobs, blowjobs, rimjobs, foot jobs, neck jobs. Cleveland Steamers, Dirty Sanchez’s,
skull fucks...we even got my
dog involved!! IT WAS AMAZING! The former Koala Editor,
Brad, had my vagina. Stevie
Y, the pornstar, had my asshole
because he’s bi-sexual. At the
same time, I was sucking two
of the Defamation League guys’
cocks at once! Koala orgies are
amazing! <3 xoxox!
6.9 oz.
SoCal Trip with BOARD Club
Well, I am a dirty Filipino bitch
who loves snow trips. I am
also a bitch who loves drinking . Combine the two with just
a short seven-hour drive, and
you’ve got craziness that would
make my cunt leak just by thinking of it. So, by the time I walk
into the four-story cabin, the
BOARD kids are already raging
like the Incredible Hulk on acid.
Of course, my bitch-ass partakes, and what ensues is an epic
round of strip drinking games
and the arrival of Team Naked.
Somehow, I emerge from my
drunken stupor the next morning
unscathed by the excess amounts
of alcohol I consumed ready
to conquer Mammoth. Snowboarding, eh, it’s ass tons of fun,
but getting your rage on is ten
times more rewarding if you are
an alcoholic. The second night
brought the whore out in most
of the females in the cabin, or
so they say. I was passed out
in a bedroom, until I was rudely awakened by an unsolicited
golden shower from some motherfucker from Santa Cruz. Yeah,
he was that drunk.
2.0 oz.

Invite us to your party and we’ll right a good party if the blow and bitches are high quality!
editor@koala.ucsd.edu
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I once lived in a sandy vagins for two months. Loves stinks.

KOALA PERSONALS

BEST “FUCK YOU” PERSONAL
To bitch who said in the last issue that asian
girls are better than white girls b/c they’re more
“tight”: I’m no Doogie Howser, but I’m pretty
sure a vagina is an inside-out dick and viceversa. So if you’re claiming to be “tight,” that
means that your asian brethren have needle
dicks. So don’t go out pointing out your tightness and then say asian guys don’t have small
chopsticks. You can’t have it both ways!!!
- The smartest kid at this retardo school
to that creepy ass old dude who hangs around
PC, do you even go to this school? whenever i
go to round table you sit there staring at people
while pretending to “rock out” on your discman (which is from like what, 1976?). The
only reason I haven’t called a CSO escort is the
excessive amount of drool pouring out of your
mouth which indicates that you are nothing but
a burnt out, butt-munching bum who wandered
over from the VA with a stolen bottle of morphine and a hard-on. I even heard that your
faggot ass hit on a dude at The Shack. And for
the record, the girls at PB Bar and Grill think
you are a serial rapist. go jump off the cliffs
and die.
- PK
Fuck you asian PIKE faggot you cock blocking
hoe. At the last party we were at, I was about
to score with this fine ass latin booty. I had just
convinced to bareback this shit and your skinny
black ass walks in all drunk and shit and throws
up on her. FUCK YOU!!! Now my ass virginity
will never be lost.
- anallingus
Hey dear suitemate!
You’re a fucking dumb bitch. so, when I first
moved in to this suite, I thought most of my
suitemates were all stupid fags. But I got to
know every single one of them and I became
really good friends with all of them except you
(everyone else in the suite’s really cool). The
more I got to know you, the more I wanted to
punch you in the face. Also, you need to stop
following me around everywhere because that
shit is weird and creepy as fuck. I remember
you trying to make conversation with me while
I was taking a shower. I also remember you
following me to the bathroom to make conversation... [Ed. Note: to summarize the remaining 350 words: “Shut up. I want to shove
things in your asshole. You look fat in my
pants. Suck my dick. Don’t suck my dick.
PS. I have mother issues.”]
- mr. incredible :)
To the Fatass Dumb Bitch Broads from Argo 3,
Stop whoring yourself for cigarette money and
most of all stop smoking your fucking cigarettes all over Revelle. It doesn’t make you
“cool,” it makes you look like the assholes you
are. When I’m in the piece of shit that is Revelle, the only thing that could make it worse is
smelling anything that came out of you. Stop
pretending to British. We all know you’re not.
As for your screen name, I hope you were trying to be ironic. You are not a ballerina made of
paper. Is there anything that could be more of
an antithesis of your being? You are not sexy.
Throwing yourself on guys and raping us fucking sucks... and not in the good way. Graduate
from fucking middle school.
Love, Revelle
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We did not write these personals, the 8 year olds selling chiclets at the
border wanted to make some real cash!
Hey the guy in my class. Fuck art, who says
Mona Lisa is an artwork.. You’re a masterpiece
yourself. I cannot look into your eyes whenever
you sit next to me but do you smell my fucking
pheromone??? It’s all over everywhere when
you sit next to me and when your legs and arms
brush off against mine. Don’t hang out with
those sluts and be with a decent girl like me.
Let’s jointly participate in a vigorous activity
tonight in my room. I’ll kick my druggie roommate out to her man so that we can enjoy our
thang on her rainbow bedsheets.
Weird S and E people on the Second (Main)
Floor near the computer lab:
To the dark skinned deutshe bag who always
fukin walks around every five seconds; like a
damn marathon runner; stop walking around
and study with ur nerdy ass engineer fags.
To also the girl who always fuken wears shorts
with ur white bony ass legs and stupid bangs,
wear some damn pants for crying out loud.
cover up those marshmellow legs with red
rashes!
Bald librarian guy, ur a badass
- S and E librarian
Ed. Note: “Deutsche bag”? Isn’t that what
Hitler called his condoms?
dear kim-cheese...
you need to clean your shit up. your crouch is
beginning to stink up the room. Spraying perfume in you crouch doesn’t change the fact that
you still need to shower.
from, your loving roommate
to the cum-swappers living in Revelle... we, the
people, are prepared to kill off one of your unborn children each time you spit out our semen.
learn to swallow-if you keep wasting god’s gift
to humanity we will force your heads farther
into the dark recesses of our assholes than you
could possibly imagine every existed.
we’ll be watching you...
skanks skanks skanks and more skanks skank

BEST “FUCK ME” PERSONAL
To that Butterfly Amy, that works at the Coffee Cart in the Student Center. My mouth is a
flower, can you sit and cum for a while?
- Shy Guy
to the fucking idiot who actually thinks it’s cool
to order sushi at shogun in japanese, wow, your
not you fucking loser. first off, you didn’t even
fucking say it correctly, it didn’t even make
sense, dumbass. second, you said it very rudely,
what you said would be the equivalent to “me
for sushi do grab balls kill grandma” in english.
finally, that lady is fucking korean you dipshit
motherfucker. sigh, you know who you are
Ed. Note: To mock someone’s Japanese
when you haven’t learned how to capitalize letters takes style and aplomb. You have
neither. Don’t forget to warn your grandma
about our Koala Balls™!
To Freaky Pizza Face Boy that studies in the
2nd Floor Frankfurter Lounge everyday:
STOP masterbating in public places. The
blinds to those big-ass windows do not close all
the way. At night, when I am smoking weed on

my balcony, I don’t want to see you fingering
your two-inch dick. And another thing, stop
eating the shitty-ass chili cheese fries at CV
and start eating some salads, maybe then your
face will stop looking like the Pacific Rim.
-MA #506 To the dumb niggers that work in the parking
office: What the fuck is wrong with you? Can
your stupid nigger monkey brains not fathom
that there will be hundreds of people trying to
get their permits on the first few days of the
quarter? Is that why there were only two of
you fucking spearchuckers working with the
other two jigaboos out to lunch? I suppose if I
gave you some fried chicken and watermelon I
would be able to get my permit without having
to wait a whole fucking hour in line. I hope you
stupid niggers eat too much chitlins and pigs
feet, get diabetes and have your feet amputated,
then have massive strokes from all the pig shit
you niggers eat.
Wanted: carbonyl
Was last seen around zone four,causing intense
peak; get the fuck back in my erlenmeyer flask.
- 6BL rug muncher
to sammiQ the asian chick
i’d love to tap that double chemical engineering/math ass. you are hella cute and sexy and
tall for an asian. i don’t know why you post on
craigslist to get laid when i’m willing to bang
you. i know you’ve been around the block since
you’re from norcal. i jack off to ur myspace
pics
Dear drunk bitches, as a matter of fact we’ve
all gotten plenty, but unlike you we did it with
out catching syphilis and pissing ourselves in
the lobby.
Front Desk workers of SDSU
Hey bitch ass roommate! I know you’re a ho
and so does the entire apartment complex. You
don’t have to bring home every guy you meet
to suck his dick and yell at the top of your
fucking lungs at 3 in the fucking morning monday-sunday! I mean fuck! Some people need
to sleep in the night unlike you who sleeps all
day! And stop fucking smoking, you stink, and
you make the place stink too! Do your fucking
dishes and clean up after yourself! Your fat,
and being bulimic is not going to help! Stop
smoking the weed and start snorting the coke,
like every other dumb ass bitch at this school!
- fucking pissed roomy
To the asian whore living in discovery hall
- you know who you are... you are the sluttiest asian bitch at UCSD... no matter what size
glasses you wear you cant hide those slanted
eyes!!! remember that time i came in ur eye
and made u cry? wasn’t an accident bitch.
- the ZEBRA
Dear bitchy roommates,
Where are all your friends? Oh yeah, you don’t
have any! #1 you’re a fake, backstabbing, slutty-ass bitch - go fuck yourself! #2 you’re not
independent, you’re a loser and by the way - I
thought we stopped tattletaling to our parents in
the 2nd grade....? And don’t try to make awkward convo with us; it’s not worth our time.
With disgust,

